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Summary/introduction 
 

  Every year, Communities for Children (CfC) provide $30,000 of small grant funding 

to our service areas of Southern Midlands, Brighton, Derwent Valley and Central Highlands, 

to facilitate safer and more resilient communities, while supporting innovation, health and 

growth. Traditionally, successful small grant applications are chosen by the CfC team and 

funding panel – this year we wanted to change this. Our thoughts & intentions were around 

empowerment, creating excitement and listening to children’s voices. Along this thought 

process also came the realisation that service providers and funding bodies are often choosing 

and allocating grant funds. We wanted to challenge the status quo and allow children’s voice 

to be truly at the focus. Children and their families know what they want and know what they 

do not want, and regardless of intentions, we as service providers cannot truly know what 

will help if we continue to do TO community, and not WITH community.   

 

“A gift is not a gift until it’s given, but it is also not a gift until it is received”  

– Russell Cormac. 

 

  The Think Tank event was held on Thursday 30th of September 2021, during the Term 

3 school holidays. This was to allow greater access for students and so as not to interfere with 

school attendance. 

Planning for the event was wide-spread and deep. This allowed us to identify potential 

issues and/or risks which were addressed prior to the day to create a child-safe and successful 

event. 

Overall, the team believe the event was very successful and this was reinforced by 

overwhelmingly positive parent feedback. When the children were leaving, they identified 

feeling invested, proud, and understanding that their decisions would create change in their 

communities.  

“I’m sad because I’m leaving.” – Child feedback 

 

The CfC team got firm answers with some shrewd negotiations taking place, and lots 

of valuable feedback to pass on to the grant applicants. There has been an abundance of 
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learnings from this process ranging from simple edits to more complex participation 

considerations. While identifying these missteps the team also collated some 

recommendations for future iterations of this event.  

 

  In the weeks following the event, the CfC team gathered feedback from the families 

and schools who participated. This identified some amazing results and feedback from our 

families. All parents and carers that provided feedback said they had gained trust in 

Communities for Children, and they would happily participate in more CfC programs in the 

future. All had great feedback from the day and were passionately discussing the after-effects 

for their children, with one parent saying, “it was the highlight of their holidays”. Another 

proud parent remarked that their children “have been passionately researching the topics, and 

decisions made on the day and is very keen to see the next steps”. 

 

  The whole day was extraordinary, and very inspiring for future years. We have had 

several parents express interest for future years and explain how excited their children are to 

be involved again. We have also had a few parents express how important this process was 

for their child and praised CfC for genuinely listening to children’s voices. All feedback 

received has pressed the issue and reaffirmed the purpose of this event – we need to do this 

again, and we need to make it better every year for our communities. 

 

Rationale/planning stages 
 

  For this to happen correctly and successfully the team went to work; and establishing 

a centralised location at the Derwent Valley Salvation Army Corps was a clear choice due to 

the location and the facilities that were available there.  

The team held weekly meetings to discuss updates, and how things were tracking to ensure 

time frames and deliverables were being met. We were conscious that an event like this had 

not been done before, as such we were anxious to make it the success we knew it could be. 

 

  The team drew up some flyers to drop off at schools to get the children on board. We 

engaged talks with teachers and office staff about the processes and for 3 weeks the team 
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visited as many schools as we could get into, talking with children about the process and 

what they’d be signing up for. Children quickly became excited by the prospect of working 

with CfC, this was reinforced using child friendly language to reassure the groups that they 

would be in control, such as “it makes no sense that the adults keep making these decisions, 

does it? You are the people who will use the grants, so you should decide what gets 

approved”. We made sure children had time to ask questions and make suggestions for grants 

that they wanted to see on the day. When children were going through the ideas that they had, 

staff would take notes of their suggestions and reassure them that these would be followed 

up. After each visit the team would find organisations or businesses that specialise in their 

requests and reach out to them, inviting them to apply for grants. While we did not have any 

success from this, we would like to acknowledge the importance of following up on the 

children’s expressed desires and would continue this step again in the future. The team also 

explained that this was a great leadership opportunity and how exciting it is that they would 

get to make all the decisions about how to allocate the funds. 

While visiting schools the team showed students the application form and talked them 

through the application process. This flyer caused us some grief, but I will get to that later in 

this report.  

  Following school visits the team contacted the schools 2 weeks prior to the event to 

collect returned permission forms and answer any questions that the school had. In the lead 

up to the event the team worked hard to ensure all details were covered. We completed a 

Salvation Army (TSA) risk assessment and externally considered additional risks that were 

not mentioned in the TSA document such as behaviour management techniques and 

supporting children who may become distressed. 

  We addressed Covid-19 risks with QR codes and additional risk management 

procedures. 

  In order for the children to be able to make decisions without limitation, grant 

proposals were short-listed by our funding committee ahead of time, with some being cut due 

to ineligibility. We felt that this step allowed for children to explore the grant applications 

freely and without burden of cross checking them against eligibility criteria. The team then 

worked to draw up quick summaries of each proposal as many of the grant proposals were 

not linguistically suitable for our age range, although the full copies were on hand for those 

children who wished to read or ask more in-depth questions. Each proposal included the 
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organisation name, project title, area, target age or group, amount of money requested and a 

summary of each proposal. Visual aids were included to help stimulate imagination and 

create a clearer image of the grant application. 

  Selecting the successful children was a relatively easy process: we had decided that 

for this project to be completely inclusive we needed to have representation from each of our 

coverage areas: Brighton, Derwent Valley, Southern Midlands and Central Highlands. As this 

decision was made, we had received close to an equal amount of students applying to 

represent each area, with the exception of the Southern Midlands. 

  We had received many student applications, with many children using their 

application form to suggest how they felt the grants should be spent. Once we had worked 

through these suggestions, genuine applications came in at around 25, with six students 

opting out leading up to the event due to sickness or other plans arising for that day, four of 

those from the Southern Midlands. With the withdrawal of those four students, we were left 

with no students to represent the Southern Midlands, and 19 total students representing the 

remaining three coverage areas. Two schools in the locality were contacted and visited with 

both respective principals and staff being in support of the project. However, when visiting 

and giving a similar talk to these children, engagement and excitement was noticeably lower 

amongst the groups. This will be covered further in the recommendations section. 

Double gap? 

 

  Parent permission forms included the child’s name, date of birth, phone number and 

address. We requested three different emergency contacts, Medicare numbers, information 

about any medication needed with a highlighted passage reading “staff cannot administer 

medication of any kind”. We asked about common conditions that staff would need to be 

aware of including asthma, blackouts, seizures, allergies and immunisations. Also covered 

was consent for any necessary first aid that may arise in the event of accident or illness. 

Coverage of expenses by parent, consent for travelling and photographic permissions were 

also signed by each caregiver. Contact details for Amy and Zac along with bus pickup 

locations and times were also included. 

 

  The team were conscious that when notifying children that they had been selected for 

the event, that this needed to be an exciting and fulfilling experience. To make this happen, 
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we created colourful ‘congratulations’ certificates with each child’s name handwritten to be 

included in their welcome pack, including parent permission forms and a run sheet for the 

day. We also put this all in a large envelope with a CfC sticker on the front in an attempt to 

create a sense of importance when the children would receive them. 

 

  The days leading to the event were spent finalising details and ensuring participation 

by calling each parent to confirm attendance. The team collated a collection of clipboards for 

the day which included sign in sheets for the day, a QR Covid-19 code, a brief run-sheet and 

all emergency contact information for the students including allergy information where 

necessary. On the day staff noted that these kits were missing a space to record student 

feedback thoughts about the day – this was rectified by using the back of the QR code 

however in the future a more formal sheet would have been preferred and better managed. 

The day prior to the event, the team made phone calls to each family to ensure each 

child was still participating and to answer any final questions they may have before the day 

began. Each phone call was light and friendly in nature with the team explaining how 

exciting it was and how glad we were to have their child participate and a thank you for 

letting them participate.  

We also visited the Salvation Army building to set up for the day and ensure 

everything was prepared for. We set up the tables on the outsides of the room, with large 

spaces in the centre for children to sit down and brainstorm. This layout was intended to 

create a breathable and welcoming space with large area for thinking while also having the 

capacity and for children to self-exclude for a period if they needed it while remaining in the 

room with staff supervision.  

We set up a couple of board games and set aside space for arriving children to sit 

down and draw or read their books if they chose to. This was a preventative measure for 

children arriving feeling anxious and not yet being ready to socialise with others.  

The combination of quiet and loud spaces, and spaces at floor level and tabletop 

allowed for children to decide where they would position themselves and gave children more 

control over the way their day unfolded. 
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Execution  
 

  The morning of the Think Tank was fast and exciting. Zac and Amy were divided on 

student collection with Zac travelling to Bothwell and Amy heading to Westerway. Zac 

travelled on a small coach with a group of children and driver, while Amy took a volunteer to 

Westerway in a pool car to collect three participants. Amy and Zac travelled with each 

other’s groups due to travel needs, however in the future, Amy and Zac will preferably travel 

with their area groups to ease confusion and allow the opportunity to build relationships with 

families that can be continued after the event. 

  Upon collection of each participant, parents were given a CfC flyer with both Project 

Officer’s contact information and a run-sheet for the day inclusive of bus pick-up and drop-

off times. The team also engaged with the parents at each location asking questions about 

their area and clarifying any final questions the parents may have about the day. As each 

child arrived, they were gifted a free book and an indigenous styled lanyard. These were very 

well received by the children and siblings present with multiple comments around how lucky 

the children were to be participating. 

  The bus rides to the Corps were filled with exciting conversations about expectations 

of the day, and general rapport building with discussions about fears, hobbies, favourite 

sports and general chatting. While the conversations were generally short to begin with, 

project officers engaged further and asked more questions, particularly around their hobbies 

and interests, encouraging the conversations to flow. The common feelings expressed 

amongst participants were pride, excitement and a little bit of anxiety. Each student who 

identified feeling anxious had their feelings normalised with discussion around how staff 

were also feeling a bit anxious, and how brave they are being by coming despite feeling 

nervous, with a lot of positive reinforcement and praise. 

  Upon arrival at the Corps children were directed to the Chapel room to meet the other 

children, and to have time to settle in with the activities provided, at which point Zac & Amy 

asked each child to fill out an entry survey. This consisted of a range of ‘emoji’ faces with the 

question “how are you feeling today? Please circle one”. Children were also asked to provide 

a quick explanation of why they felt that way. This process was also repeated in the afternoon 

to gauge how the program went for the children and track any changes in mood. 
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   Once all the students had filled in surveys, Zac & Amy guided everyone on a brief 

tour of the Corps to ensure everyone was aware of their surroundings, exits, and bathrooms.  

  Once all the children were settled and familiar with their surroundings, the CfC 

manager, Tanya, took centre stage. She spoke for a short time on empowerment, leadership 

and how great this opportunity was for everyone there.  

 

When finished, children were asked to create their own rules and expectations for the 

day, which were recorded on a white board for all children to refer back to throughout the 

day. Children were encouraged to speak in a positive tone, using “we will” statements, rather 

than “we don’t”. Along with the traditional and expected rules the team were pleasantly 

surprised to already see the ideas flowing with the kids, and seeing how generous and 

thoughtful they were, with ideas such as “respecting everyone’s opinion” and “letting others 

speak” being student suggestions for the day. This allowed for children to take even greater 

ownership of their day and created an environment that is inclusive and respectful. 

  After the group agreement all children were treated to a free breakfast, this included 

toast with spreads, fruit, and natural juice. During this period the CfC team engaged with 

children at an interpersonal level, having more discussions about their expectations about the 

day and how they were adjusting to the environment and clearing up any concerns they may 

have had.  

  From breakfast we moved back into the chapel to begin the first half of the day.  

The team lead the children through an ice breaker “People Bingo”. This was very well 

received by all children with the whole group mingling and finding out more about their 

colleagues. We had planned for another ice breaker activity to be completed which required 

the children to choose an animal to stand with, then explain why they chose this animal and 

what it means to them. However, after the people bingo the team observed a significant 

increase in morale and socialisation amongst the children, thus we moved forward with the 

day instead of using more time to have another icebreaker. This is being revised for next 

year’s event due to discussions after the event, which children requested more “ice breaker 

time” due to not feeling 100% confident after just one.  

  Following this, the team briefly re-explained why we are all here and the expectations 

of the day, linking to the group rules along the way. The group then created selection criteria 

for each grant consisting of items such as: it must be helpful, it must be sustainable and it 
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must be inclusive. With each of these suggestions the team would ask the group “how does 

that look” to gauge how well the students understood these criteria to which we had fantastic 

responses indicating a much higher level of understanding that we had expected from such 

young children. 

  We then divided into groups for the grant proposals to be read. Amy handled the 

Brighton group, and the Brighton and all area grant proposals, with Zac taking the Central 

Highlands and Derwent Valley groups. This was decided due to our respective coverage areas 

and retaining or creating new connections within our respective service areas. The majority of 

each group wanted to sit on the ground for brainstorming but those who wanted to, were able 

to sit in chairs for the day. In the groups we had one A2 butchers paper pad, one copy of each 

grant summary that was relevant to the group, and one full copy of the proposal for any more 

in-depth questioning by the students.  

  The teams then set to work, and each child was given a grant proposal to briefly look 

over. We then explained that for everyone to be informed about the proposals they would 

need to be read out loud and asked everyone if they were okay to do that, this was 

immediately followed with a statement that if they did not feel comfortable reading in front 

of everyone that is more than fine and the staff member could read it for them. The team 

allocated 1 hour for this part of the day, optimally spending approx. 5 minutes on each 

proposal. While going through the grants we followed a simple, but in-depth process where 

each child would first read through the proposal they had, following this the team would 

clarify with the group that they understood everything and if they had any questions to ask 

away – always returning to AQUROK (All QUestions aRe OK). If the children had any 

questions or concerns, they were clarified at that stage. We then worked through the selection 

criteria efficiently but carefully – when children were quick to answer, or appearing to put a 

little less thought into a section the team would slow down the process, and ask curious 

questions such as “Are we sure that isn’t helpful? What about . . .?”, and “Are we sure that is 

sustainable? What about . . .?”. These conversations were rarely needed but produced 

interesting responses with children taking a step back in some circumstances and re-thinking 

their perspective. 

The groups were also very focused on social inequality and justice issues such as 

LBGTQIA+ issues, food security, bullying and indigenous issues – favouring grant proposals 

that had a lens that focused on any, and all of these problems and rapidly questioning ones 

that neglected these, with one child asking, “One thing that isn’t considered is the bullying 
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that arises from sport, yes it’s inclusive for those who have a good time, but those who get 

bullied during sport, no – it is not inclusive, what will this organisation do to fix this?” This 

showed great insight into the children’s thinking and consideration. These children were very 

quickly demonstrating to the team how needed children’s voice is, and how thoughtful they 

really are. 

Leading to the close of this section of the day, the team had a chat with the groups 

that highlighted their capacity for thinking, caring and how well they participated in the 

whole process. We finalised the morning with clarifying any final questions the children had 

about any of the grants that had popped up.  

  For lunch, the children were treated again to some free food, this time some BBQ 

hamburgers with salad and free water was supplied. During the lunch break the team rotated 

around the groups and had discussions on how they were enjoying the day and if it was up to 

their expectations. All children who were conversed with had completely positive feedback, 

with comments such as, “This is way better than what I thought,” and “Everyone is so nice”. 

  After lunch children were then asked to return to the chapel for the decision making 

section of the day. Upon returning, children had a couple of minutes to re-asses their 

environment then were lead through some brief grounding with the team which encouraged 

children to follow directions such as touch your head, touch your knees and shake out all the 

energy. This allowed children to centre themselves and focus on their bodily kinaesthetic 

connections. It allowed for final bursts of energy and prepared children to listen. 

 

The children were then directed to return the groups they were in for the first section 

of the day. When we had re-grouped a few minutes were given to ask and answer any 

questions that may have been raised during lunch time. The decision-making process 

continued, and we went back through all our notes on each proposal. Staff slowly went over 

the selection criteria for a second time and reminded children that they could opt to designate 

partial amounts to the applicants and use any outstanding funding elsewhere.  

  This tactic was used a few times by the children and had very impactful, successful 

outcomes. Most of the decisions that the children reached were done so rather quickly due to 

the pre-planning and discussions had earlier in the day, but a couple had some deeper 

questions, and conditions for the grant to be approved such as the project running more 

frequently, options being changed and the location of events being changed for the benefit of 
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areas that consistently miss out. The most notable alteration to a proposal was a school 

garden proposal, which was covered late in the day when children were conscious the tally 

was adding up and the $30,000 limit was quickly approaching. Children had identified that 

Ellendale, a little town in Central Highlands, had not received anything, and according to 

those present, also consistently miss out despite having a large amount of children in the 

town. The children quickly thought up plans to resolve this and decided that $1,500 would be 

allocated to the school garden, instead of the requested $3,000 and a $1,500 would be 

allocated for park upgrades in Ellendale. This thoughtful act shocked and impressed the team. 

Social enterprise is something that CfC is passionate about, and this emphasised our 

enthusiasm, and passion for this field. While the afternoon was coming to a close the 

Brighton group finished before the Central Highlands and Derwent Valley group – while the 

majority of children chose to finish their day with playing outside, drawing or playing games, 

one curious and thoughtful participant decided they would help everyone while they could. 

She set to work creating a proposal for everyone in the room to get $10 for participating in 

the day – this was initially challenged by staff about its sustainability and helpfulness to 

which the student had immediate, and correct responses for these – she had clearly planned 

this out carefully.  

  She was persistent for the rest of the afternoon about the idea, and as such we gave the 

tick of approval, but not before it was discussed in front of the applicable recipients – 

everyone there!  

  This young girl who had created this proposal to help all of the other children present 

stood up in front of every person at the event and put forward the proposal. This was met was 

obvious support by the other children and as such – it was added to the balance of CfC’s 2021 

small grants. This was another marvellous experience for the whole team, and that young girl. 

  Another positive, and unforeseen outcome from this event came from a small group of 

girls from a local Brighton school. Leading up to the event a teacher reached out to the team 

asking if she could attend with the group that would be representing their school due to the 

girls feeling quite anxious about attending – the team all agreed this was more than 

acceptable. During this section of the day, the teacher approached the team and quickly 

discussed how impressed she was with their behaviour and that this was the first environment 

that they had been so open and social in and remarked that, “they would usually never talk 

with others or approach another group - this is amazing!” 
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  After all proposals had been decided upon, both groups were asked to come back 

together for a final time. The energy in the room had changed so drastically, the team 

observed people chatting freely, the body language and feel of the room had significantly 

improved throughout the day to the point where these children had made new friends, and 

seemingly all sense of anxiety had left the room.  

When everyone was together the team discussed the outcomes of both groups with 

Zac reading the approved & denied grants from his group, and Amy reading hers. The team 

also reminded all the children that they could self-elect to be a part of next year’s event – to 

which we had a significant number opt-in to help with next year’s event. 

The day was coming to a close and as such, we began handing out participation and 

congratulations certificates – another highlight came, with the young girl who made the $10 

grant proposal choosing to present everyone with their certificates, once again in front of 

everyone there. Once everyone had received their certificate the team gave one more huge 

thank you, and well done to everyone present then let the children begin to mingle for a short 

period.  

During this time Zac took photos of the group with our manager Tanya and worked 

around to each group, and child to gather as many images as possible. The stand-out from this 

process was approaching the Westerway children. Throughout the day they had been lightly 

engaging with a young boy from Fairview primary, who was the sole representative from that 

school. As expected, he was rather anxious and shy throughout the day. When approached for 

a group photo, the boys insisted they would only have a photo if their new friend could also 

be in the photo. We snapped a few photos of the group along with the other groups and 

individuals all smiling and enjoying their afternoons.  

Before departure, all children were asked to complete an ‘exit survey’ which was a 

duplicate of the one the filled out in the morning. This was used to compare feelings in the 

morning, to after the event. Largely observed were higher rates of happiness, calmness, and 

pride with an overall reduction in feelings of anxiety or worry. These feelings were also 

apparent when visually assessing children, as previously stated the energy and body language 

in the room had significantly changed and become more positive and natural.  
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The bus rides home were similar to the morning rides, although the openness of 

children, ability to speak up and share their feelings had all noticeably improved. The return 

trips began discussing the children’s suggestions for next year, how they felt the day went 

and how they were generally feeling. We had some great discussions with some insightful 

and self-aware children. We had the venue bought up as a small barrier, this participant is on 

the autism spectrum and was very self-aware that due to the layout of the room and how 

many people were present it was very hard for him to focus and that next year he suggested a 

larger, more open room. The majority of the feedback given was highly positive with children 

discussing how proud they felt, how nice staff were and how they felt important and that their 

decisions were making an impact on their communities. Another common discussion point 

were the social impacts from this event – children identified that they had made new friends 

and how excited they were about this – something we weren’t explicitly planning for but had 

anticipated and hoped for. 

  When dropping off each child, the team further engaged with the parents who 

collected them, telling them about the day and how well each of their children handled the 

day, making sure to point out how impressive their questioning, thoughts and negotiations 

were through the day. 

 

Follow up/evaluation 

  Following the event, the CfC team met and discussed how the day went, to which we 

all agreed it was fantastic. We created a document for all the things we had learned from this 

process, how we were moving forward with the children, and the grants. As a team we met 

and discussed the major positives to the day around engaged & passionate children who 

surprised us all with their negotiations, and social awareness. We agreed that to get feedback 

we would ring the parents of each child the first week back of school which was 2 weeks 

after the event. As, to our knowledge, no one has previously done an event like this it was 

also noted how important it was to create an in-depth and clear project report for the event – 

here it is! 

 

 The week after the event was spent collating the information from the day around the 

approved and declined grants. We also got to work with the report, prepping information, 
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data and quotes. Upon school returning, the team began calling parents of each child asking 

for feedback about the day. We first asked for the parent/carer’s general thoughts of the event 

and had a generalised discussion around this. All parents reported positive outcomes for their 

children to varying degrees.  One of the most common pieces of feedback surrounded 

children feeling empowered by the process and shock around the amount of money they 

oversaw. Another key piece of feedback was curiosity for the future, parents and their 

children were already eager to be involved again and already asking questions about the next 

steps. Alike the thoughts from the parents and carers, the students had a wide range of 

thoughts about the day and reactions – though they were all positive.  

 

 The team decided to ask 3 key questions for information gathering:  

1: Would you trust CfC to run another program with your child and family?  

2: Were you happy with your child’s experience?  

3: Would you have anything changed?  

Responses to these questions from parents and carers were all positive and supportive of the 

event.  

All parents and carers said they would trust CfC to run another program with their child, they 

were all very happy with their child’s experience and no one reported any needed changes for 

the day – although the team have identified many changes and alterations for future Think 

Tanks. 

From this, the team are extremely proud of the day, the key piece of information coming from 

the parents is that they would trust us with their children in the future. Through-out our 

coverage areas trust of services is consistently low and has proven to be a complex and 

recurring issue. Having secured trust from a range of new families is a major accomplishment 

for the CfC team, and organisation as a whole moving into the future. 

 

  Some of the most exciting pieces of feedback we had received from parents were 

about the days & weeks after the event; one parent had noted that their child had never shown 

an interest in writing and any time this was suggested the parent descried it as “like pulling 

teeth”, however, since the Think Tank this parent reported that their child had been writing 

pages and pages every single day in the journal that was given to her child on the day – this 
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has been followed up 4 weeks after the event with the child reporting that they are indeed still 

writing every day and have no intentions of stopping. 

One family reported that their child has been wearing his lanyard to school every single day 

and ‘that is how much he loved the day’.  

  Arguably the most significant piece of feedback was from a parent in the Upper 

Derwent Valley – a typically heavily neglected local government area for children’s activities 

and equipment. This parent’s children were involved in securing funding for a park in 

Ellendale as previously mentioned – when contacted for feedback she had reported that her 

children had been independently researching everything to make sure this went ahead. They 

had found multiple sets of play equipment and been working on other plans for the park – 

during this period they had also concluded they will need more than $1500 that they had 

bargained for, in response to this they researched more and found that they can advocate and 

meet with the local council and  

  Overall, the feedback received from parents was overwhelmingly positive and the 

excitement for the next steps was already striking both the parents, and children who 

participated. Plans for the future include consulting the same students next year in the 

planning stages for the 2022 Think Tank, encouraging them to be involved in either the 

decision-making process again, or seeing if we can work with them to act as mentors for the 

next group of students. This may also lead into another piece of work that CfC want to do 

around breaking down the anxiety barrier with the year 6-7 transitional phase. 

Recommendations/future planning 
 

 The final and closing section of this event was to organise our thoughts and more 

direct learnings. The weeks after the event we slowly collated our missteps and oversights of 

the day to formulate recommendations and alterations to the next Think Tank event. Some 

key, and easily resolved oversights that were identified were failing to do a ‘welcome to 

country’ which is an easy fix but nonetheless a large mistake on our part to create cultural 

competency and awareness. Neglecting to add an autism option on the parent permission 

forms, this would not be used to exclude any children from the process but rather to plan the 

room and day out appropriately for everyone who was participating. In addition, we would 

recommend that in future years all schools be contacted regarding the children participating 

and their potential needs and the same be asked to parents. Another sub-section we would 
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recommend adding would include information for the dress code on the day, food choices on 

the day and what staff will be present on the day.  In preparation for the day, and on the day, 

we were conscious of the importance of ensuring each child was accounted for at each stage 

of the day and particularly when boarding and deboarding the bus, arrival at the Corps and 

after breaks. However, we neglected to create a direct sign-in sheet for this process, this was 

easily resolved on the day by using the parent sign-in sheet and ticking next to each child’s 

name at each stage. An unseen issue arose with one group agreeing to pass a grant for a 

health event, on the condition that the food provided be changed, either through a different 

provider, or change in menu. The event was only three weeks after the Think Tank, as such 

the team did not have adequate time to meet with the appropriate people to make this happen. 

Although the school holding the event has claimed a resolution has been achieved with the 

children, the CfC team would recommend a ‘cool-off’ period for grant applicants. This would 

ensure that similar requests could be more ethically fulfilled by the team. Some other 

recommendations that came from the children are having more ice-breaker activities, music 

being played during breaks and upon arrival to help children feel comfortable and allowing 

slightly more time to ‘ground’ the children. While completing the TSA risk management 

document there was a section regarding a qualified first aider being on site and we as a team 

could not meet this requirement, as such it was suggested to note down the nearest medical 

supports and have this on hand for the day. While this fulfilled the requirement to an 

acceptable standard, the team were uncomfortable with the reality of not having a first aider 

on site. As such we are requiring that one team member be trained prior to next year’s event. 

 

 The team were also faced with some more complex missteps and oversights, we 

identified rather quickly that clearer instructions and information needed to be provided to the 

schools and students. A common misunderstanding for students applying was thinking that 

the application sheet to be apart of the Think Tank, was a grant application. We received a 

substantial amount of ‘incorrect’ applications where the “why do you want to be involved” 

section was answered with grant ideas or proposals rather than the intended short answer for 

a personal explanation why they wanted to join in on the day. Plans and recommendations to 

resolve this in future years is quite difficult due to the individual differences, and 

developmental stages of the range of children we were visiting. Our recommendation would 

be to keep groups smaller and perhaps to sit in with the groups while they fill out the 

applications. Another, more simple approach would be to ask the teachers of the classes to 

help guide the children through the application. The team were quite explicit in explaining 
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the application was intended for participation in the day and to give a short reason why you 

would want to participate as such we are not including it as a recommendation. While the 

majority of attendees had a good understanding of how the day would play out, we did have a 

small number of children identify on the day that they weren’t sure what would be happening 

on the day. As such we would recommend that the children who apply, get a letter inside 

their ‘congratulations’ pack giving an overview of the day. We recommend that this be in 

‘plain-English’ and be no longer than 1 page. One final recommendation is to set aside time 

on the day to explain conflicts of interest. While we do not believe to have had any conflicts 

on the day, we believe it is important to create awareness of this issue, both for the children to 

have the ability to identify them and self-exclude from grants if needed and for the purpose of 

empowerment and knowledge building with the children.  

 

  Perhaps the most complex issue arising from the event was the lack of representation 

from the Southern Midlands. Resolving this issue in future years may not be simple but we 

are determined to do so. Due to their not being a truly equal voice in the room for that locality 

the team explained to the children present that $6,000 would be set aside from our funds to 

ensure that the Southern Midlands received the same opportunities as our other areas. All 

children present were supportive and understanding of this. To guide the process of spending 

that $6000 we will be listening to community feedback, Launching into Learning groups, 

childcare services and more formal conversations with service providers and families. While 

we could not have their voice there on the day CfC are committed to spending the money in 

alignment with the communities’ goals, needs and desires. In the lead up to the 2022 Think 

Tank our two recommendations are to create stronger relationships within the community in 

aims of building trust and commitment from the locality, though we do not know if this was 

an issue it is always something that can be improved. Our second recommendation would be 

to split up locations and add more options for families who do not wish to travel, or do not 

wish to have their child travel a significant distance from home. Travelling is a common 

barrier for the families we service. Particularly in the Southern Midland and Central 

Highlands areas. While CfC provided free transport on the day it is understood and noted that 

families are often anxious about sending their children so far out of area. As such it may be 

an option for two or more Think Tanks to take place in 2022.  
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